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Abstract. Camera-fitted drones are now easily affordable for the public. The resulting extension of the vertical
gaze raises a series of critical questions, ranging from the changing regimes of visibility and control that char-
acterise today’s world of “big data from the sky” to the novel opportunities, risks, and power dynamics hence
implied. The paper addresses these issues empirically, focussing on the popular perception of commercial and
hobby drones in Switzerland. This provides a deeper understanding of the driving forces and obstacles that shape
current drone developments and highlights that the societal diffusion of private drones today transforms the very
ways in which the aerial realm is lived and perceived, as a highly contested space of risks, opportunities, and
power. This discussion is rooted in a research approach that places questions of power and (air-)space at the
centre when approaching the drone problematic.

1 Introduction

In recent years, camera-fitted drones – here understood as re-
motely piloted unmanned aerial vehicles with imaging capa-
bilities – have become smaller and much more affordable.
In Switzerland as elsewhere, ready-to-fly drones can now
be purchased for less than 100 CHF. Drones have also be-
come much more technologically advanced. They can be cus-
tomised easily, augmented with additional sensors and soft-
ware that automates data collection, transfer, and analysis
(Wall and Monahan, 2011), and incorporated within wider
network-centric forms of military intervention and polic-
ing (Graham, 2010:166), farming (Krishna, 2016) or self-
management and tracking (Wolf, 2016:67). Consider the ex-
ample of social media site Twitter, whose 2015 patent on
drones aims to allow users in future years to share and live-
stream “dronies” and self-made videos on their accounts
(Shead, 2015).

In Switzerland, according to official estimates, more than
22 000 drones are currently in use, of which 20 000 are
thought to be in private hands, serving both commercial
and recreational purposes (Sacco, 2014; Office Fédérale de
l’Aviation Civile, 2016a). Other estimates speak of 16 mil-
lion private drones that will be sold globally between 2016

and 2020 (Aruco, 2016); 7 million of these are expected to
be flying in the US alone, the most dronophile country in the
world (AFP, 2016; Bonnet, 2014). The global market poten-
tial of drones is estimated at 89 000 billion dollars for the pe-
riod of 2013 to 2021 (Homeland Security News Wire, 2011).

Many additional speculative numbers could be provided
with regard to the current and future scope and scale of drone
usage, mirroring the ongoing media hype and exploding ex-
pectations in the field. However, none of these numbers could
ever be truly verified, as there is as yet no obligation to
register private drones. In Switzerland, for example, private
drones below 30 kg only require registration and special au-
thorisation if flying over crowds or beyond the pilot’s line of
sight (Office Fédérale de l’Aviation Civile, 2016a:16). Still, it
is safe to say that drones have become mass-marketed visual-
isation devices (Haggerty, 2006:255) that are being sold and
used in ever more diverse and wide-ranging ways, not merely
for military surveillance and policing but also, in particular,
for entertainment and for commercial purposes. Drones have
become the aerial expression of big data. They literally add
a new horizon to contemporary data gathering, transfer, and
analysis.
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2 Aims of the case study

Given the rapid technological, functional and numerical evo-
lution of drones, a growing number of business representa-
tives (Meilleur Drone, 2014), commentators (Bonnet, 2014),
and academic scholars (Dorrian, 2011; Dunn, 2013; Flück-
iger, 2013) are today talking of a veritable democratisation
of unmanned aircraft, the aerial gaze, and indeed the air it-
self (Clarke, 2014a; Tremayne and Clark, 2014; Schmidt,
2015; Sedlar, 2015). The key idea behind this stance is that
drones are now available at an affordable price to the whole
population. Drawing upon a quantitative opinion survey con-
ducted in the Swiss Canton of Neuchâtel in 2015, our in-
vestigation provides deepened insight into how far the actual
use of private drones truly reaches, thus differentiating and
indeed challenging the idea that the drone gaze is becom-
ing a truly democratised mass phenomenon. Thus rather than
merely focussing on the generalised availability of drones,
we here study to what extent drones are truly being democra-
tised from a practical viewpoint. Furthermore, the survey also
indicates how the usage and societal diffusion of the technol-
ogy is perceived and lived by the population at large. We ar-
gue that such a perspective is needed in order to understand
the driving forces and obstacles that shape current and future
drone developments, to explore the wider societal implica-
tions of the technology, and to problematise the multiple is-
sues raised, ranging from privacy concerns to perceived secu-
rity threats (Geiger, 2011; Goodman, 2013; Bracken-Roche
et al., 2014; Valavanis and Vachtsevanos, 2015; Gettinger et
al., 2014).

In this, the paper connects with, and further develops, a
small body of work that has in recent years started to ex-
plore the perception of drones by the general public. Rele-
vant studies are of variable quality and revolve almost ex-
clusively around public attitudes towards armed drones de-
ployed in military conflict (LaFranchi, 2013; Cohen, 2014;
Kreps, 2014) and towards other state-driven drone practices
(Ackerman, 2012). Such accounts reduce the drone prob-
lematic to but one user category and to but one “family” of
drone gazes. Although there are some notable exceptions to
this (Miethe, 2014; Thompson and Bracken-Roche, 2015),
an exclusive anglophone, if not North American, focus re-
mains across existing literatures. Furthermore, relevant stud-
ies are predominantly descriptive rather than conceptually
driven and thus limited in analytical prowess.

Our investigation adds a non-anglophone viewpoint to the
debate, focused on the popular understandings, fears, hopes,
and expectations that mediate, and are reinforced by, the us-
age of private drones, here understood as unmanned aircraft
used by private organisations or individuals for commercial
and recreational purposes. Furthermore, the paper extends
existing studies, reinstating the question of how drones are
lived and perceived by the public within a wider set of prob-
lematics relating to (1) the multifaceted “volumetric politics
of the air” enacted by, and acting on, differing types of pri-

vate drone users; (2) the popular perception of the complex
“geographies of proximity and reach” (Allen, 2003:139) that
emerge from the drones’ capacity to see from afar; and (3) the
dynamics of power, counter-power, and resistance hence im-
plied. These reflections afford more expansive insights into
how drones today transform the very ways in which the aerial
realm is lived and perceived as a contested space of risks, op-
portunities, and power.

3 Drones, (air-)space, and power

With the present investigation, we pursue a more longstand-
ing reflection on the power issues and aero-spatial function-
ing, logics, and implications of drones (Klauser and Pedrozo,
2015; Pedrozo, 2017), bound up with a yet still wider theoret-
ical project of developing a specifically politico-geographical
approach to the problematics of big data and surveillance
(Klauser, 2013, 2017). Hereby, we understand political ge-
ography as the academic field that studies power and space
in its co-constitutive and mediated relationship (Cox et al.,
2008:7). Furthermore, and in connection with the emerg-
ing “aerial turn” in contemporary human geography (Adey,
2010), we approach space not merely as a planar “surface”
but as a sociopolitically constructed, regulated, and exploited
“volume” that comprises both aerial and earthly realms (El-
den, 2013). In this respect, and with a view to providing a
broader framework for the analysis that follows, it is useful
to outline in more detail some of the aero-spatial and power
dimensions of drones.

Drones are intrinsically bound up with space. Fitted with
imaging capabilities, they combine various geographical
scales and spatially articulated logics of IT-mediated vision
and visualisation from above and afar. The resulting spatial
logics of vision are conditioned by the drones’ flight altitude,
reach, and autonomy, by their mobility or fixity in the air, and
by the cameras’ technical features (type of camera, zoom, an-
gle of vision, etc.). In combining several cameras, or in ac-
tively manipulating the cameras’ focus, direction, and angle,
differing spatial logics and scales of vision can be combined.
This invites a broader investigation of the complementari-
ties and tensions between differing spatialities of vision from
above, relating to specific points in space as well as to wider
spatial lines or planes, to fixity and mobility, to enclosure and
openness, and to specific spatial connections and separations
(Klauser, 2017).

As remote, spatially articulated “vision machines” (Vir-
ilio, 2000), drones thus enable specific relationships with,
and ways of acting on, the ground from and through the
air. Conceptually speaking, this leads to an understanding of
drones as aero-visual “techniques of power” in a Foucauldian
sense, i.e. as chains of acting entities that allow and medi-
ate action on other action (Foucault, 1982). With the current
proliferation of drones, their action potential is more widely
distributed, rearticulated, and inverted, thus breaking off the
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longstanding monopoly and privilege of the “powerful” to
look on space from above (O Tuathail, 1996), spanning from
the ancient emperors’ city walls and towers to the modern
state’s satellites. In this sense, the politics of visibility con-
veyed by the proliferating drone gaze adds a new chapter
to the long history of the vertical gaze, adopted in order to
understand, order, control, and act on space (Gregory, 1994;
Shapiro, 1997). “Aerial power” and “power through the air”
become a social and a political issue in new ways (Williams,
2011a, b; Adey et al., 2013; Bracken-Roche, 2016).

4 Methodology and content

The paper addresses this problematic from the perspective
of the population at large, focussing on the popular assess-
ment of differing types of private drone usage. To do so,
we take into account selected results from a public opin-
ion survey conducted in October 2015 at the University of
Neuchâtel, with the help of a class of Master students in
geography. Three thousand residents of four municipalities
across the Canton of Neuchâtel were sent a questionnaire
(750 addressees in each of Neuchâtel, Le Locle, Val-de-
Ruz, and Val-de-Travers). The four municipalities were cho-
sen in order to compare the perception of drones in urban
(Neuchâtel and Le Locle) and rural areas (Val-de-Ruz and
Val-de-Travers). However, no significant differences can be
observed on this level. This variable will thus not be consid-
ered in the analysis below.

The applied sampling method consisted in choosing ar-
bitrarily an equal number of male and female residents per
municipality, structured into four pre-defined age categories
(20–34, 35–49, 50–64, and 65–79 years). Whilst the gen-
der balance across the 604 questionnaires returned (reply
rate 20 %) was relatively equal (52 % men, 48 % women),
participation varied considerably depending on the age of
the addressees (17 % of respondents were aged 20–34, 20 %
were 35–49, 27 % were 50–64 years, and 36 % were 65–79).
This raises the question of how a higher response rate among
younger people, where drones are more popular, would have
influenced the overall survey results.

The questionnaire was divided into five parts, the first of
which was designed to study the general public’s overall as-
sessment of the current scale and future evolution of camera-
fitted drones, as well as the main opportunities and risks as-
sociated with them. Parts 2–5 of the questionnaire aimed to
generate a more detailed understanding of the popular per-
ceptions of (unarmed) military, hobby, commercial, and po-
lice drones. To give focus to the discussion that follows, the
present article focuses exclusively on the results that relate
to drones used for commercial and recreational purposes. A
second article will deal with insights from the survey with
regard to military and police drones.

The analysis that follows is structured into four main parts,
which together explore the popular perceptions of the “pol-

itics of the air”, “politics of visibility”, and “politics of the
ground” (Klauser and Pedrozo, 2015) conveyed by private
drones. We first study to what extent drones have been dif-
fused across society. Secondly, we investigate the social ac-
ceptance of differing types of drones; thirdly, we explore
the respondents’ assessment of where and for what purposes
commercial and hobby drones should, or should not, be used.
Fourthly, we highlight a series of risks perceived in connec-
tion with current drone usage, leading also to a discussion of
the public’s demands and expectations regarding future evo-
lutions in the field.

5 Analysis

5.1 Societal diffusion of drones

While drones can today be purchased by anybody for very
little money, our study shows that few people actually do so.
Only 12 survey participants own a drone (less than 2 % of re-
spondents), and only 28 participants (5 %) can imagine buy-
ing one in future years. This result is all the more significant
if we consider that the vast majority of the population expects
it to be easy to buy and fly a drone, a statement with which
only 3 % of the survey participants disagree. Thus on this first
level, it appears that, regarding their actual use, drones have
not become democratised across society as a whole despite
their generalised availability.

This picture changes slightly if we consider how many
people have already piloted a drone (48 affirmative re-
sponses, 8 % of the survey participants). Here, both age and
gender are important factors. Whilst 17 % of the respondents
between 20 and 34 years have previous experience of flying
a drone, this decreases to 11, 6.5, and 3.5 % for the older age
categories. In addition, while 16 % of the male respondents
have previous experience of piloting unmanned aircraft, this
is true of only 1.8 % of the female participants. This finding
shows that drone usage does not concern all members of so-
ciety equally, thus causing us again to question over the sup-
posed democratisation of the aerial gaze. Drones are “toys
for the boys”, as Salter puts it (Salter, 2014).

Thus as has been the case across its long history, the aerial
gaze is still a predominantly masculine affair (Rose, 1993),
and the airspace within which drones operate remains a
highly gendered space (Spain, 1992; Millward, 1998). What
has changed is that the view from above is no longer the ex-
clusive privilege of a few elderly rulers or experts (cartog-
raphers, geographers, etc.) but of a wider range of ordinary,
technophilic young men. It is on this level that the power
of vision and visualisation from above can be considered to
have become more widely diffused, albeit not fully democra-
tised.

In addition, it should be mentioned that 120 survey par-
ticipants (20 % of respondents) state that they have already
been filmed from the air; here, gender differences are much
less important, with 28 % of the male and 16 % of the female
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Figure 1. Popular perception of differing types of drone.

participants responding in the affirmative. Thus, whilst the
drone gaze has been appropriated mostly by men, it perme-
ates society more broadly in its focus, popular experiences,
and perceptions. This raises major questions in terms of gen-
dered power relations that should be explored in more detail
in future research.

5.2 Social acceptance of public and private drones

One of the most striking results of the Neuchâtel survey
lies in the highly unequal social acceptance of publicly and
privately used drones – a finding that is also supported by
other surveys on the subject (Thompson and Bracken-Roche,
2015). Whilst the majority of respondents are supportive of
the use of unarmed military and police drones (65 and 72 %
respectively), relative numbers of approval decrease to 23
and 32 % when it comes to commercial and hobby drones
(Fig. 1). Public opinion is that “seeing like a state”, to use
James Scott’s expression (Scott, 1998), should remain the
state’s exclusive privilege.

A similar picture emerges regarding the issue of privacy
in connection with different types of drones (Fig. 2). Whilst
only 28 and 36 % of the respondents associate privacy is-
sues with military and police drones, 60 and 62 % are wor-
ried about privacy in connection with commercial and hobby
drones. From this perspective it appears that the aero-visual
monopoly of the state remains intact, being still considered
legitimate, whilst private views from the sky are perceived
more critically.

In looking at the two preceding graphs together, it is inter-
esting to note that, although police drones are viewed most
favourably by the general public (Fig. 1), they evoke greater
concern over privacy than military drones (Fig. 2). Equally,
while hobby drones are perceived more positively than com-
mercial ones, they are more strongly associated with privacy
issues. It thus appears that privacy only partially explains the
social acceptance of differing types of drones. This conclu-
sion will be further refined below, by exploring in more de-
tail the popular assessment of where, by whom, and for what
purposes drones should, or should not, be used.
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Figure 2. Privacy concerns related to differing types of drone.

Before moving on to this discussion, however, we should
return to the general finding regarding the dichotomous pop-
ular perception of public and private drone usage. Interest-
ingly, strong similarities can be found when it comes to
the social acceptance of differing types of video surveil-
lance (Klauser, 2004). Here also, cameras focussing on pub-
lic space are widely considered unproblematic if in public
(e.g. police) hands, but those used by private institutions or
individuals are viewed more negatively. One of the key fac-
tors explaining this is that people relate police cameras to
more widely defined, collective, and thus personal benefits,
whereas the private view from above is associated with more
pragmatically defined, commercial, or even voyeuristic in-
tentions (Klauser, 2006), although this perception must not
necessarily be accurate (Norris, 2002).

The Neuchâtel survey suggests that a similar popular rea-
soning applies to the drone problematic, with 87 % of the
survey respondents indeed considering drones to be mobile
CCTV cameras. Whilst this stance also reflects terminology
deployed by official stakeholders such as the Swiss Federal
Office of Civil Aviation, whose website and documentation
both refer to “video surveillance by drones” (Office Fédérale
de l’Aviation Civile, 2016b), there are in actual fact also im-
portant differences between CCTV cameras and drones in
terms of how they monitor space from above – with drones
being used in more sporadic, punctual, and flexible ways than
fixedly installed surveillance cameras (Cogarty and Hagger,
2008:125).

5.3 Popular assessment of differing places and
purposes of private drone usage

Moving beyond this initial assessment of the social accept-
ability of drones, our survey shows that the perception of
drones depends on where they are used and for what pur-
poses. It appears that commercial drones, for example, are
more easily accepted when used in scientific research and
police mandates than for aerial photography or postal deliv-
eries (Fig. 3). The latter is particularly interesting, as there
are no cameras involved. This brings us again to the previous
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conclusion that privacy issues but partially explain the social
acceptance of drone usage. The public rejects the commer-
cialisation of the air per se. It is not just the commercialisa-
tion of the aerial gaze that is seen as problematic.

Regarding the question of space, here understood as “the
ground”, it appears that both hobby and commercial drones
are rejected more strongly in urban settings than in rural
contexts (Figs. 3 and 4). There is also a particularly strong
resistance to hobby drones being used above private space.
With this specific type of drone usage, the “distant inti-
macy” (Williams, 2015) created by the imaging capabilities
of drones is seen as the key problem. An overwhelming ma-
jority of the survey participants (95 %) ask for privacy pro-
tection to be better respected in this case of drone usage.

In sum, the observation, filming, and geo-graphing of
the ground from above is not accepted everywhere or for
all purposes. Rather, a more differentiated picture emerges
that shows that the public perceives drones in highly un-
equal ways. These comments also reiterate the relevance of
the “spatial curiosity” (Allen, 2003:104) and “power sensi-
tivity” adopted in our research approach. Drones, as aero-
visual techniques of power, do not only inhabit and hence co-
produce (air-)space whilst implying very specific spatial log-
ics of vision and visualisation from above and afar (in both
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Figure 5. Social acceptance of hobby drones, depending on the type
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horizontally and vertically distancing the watchers from the
watched, and in their spatially articulated gaze as it “falls” on
the ground). Furthermore, we also need to think about space
in order to explain the ways in which people live with and
perceive drones. For example, the Neuchâtel survey points
at the intimacy of private space and at the density of urban
space as variables that explain public reservations about pri-
vate drone usage. However, these initial findings should be
further refined through qualitative research methods if we are
to gain a fuller understanding of how spatial practices, expe-
riences, imaginaries, and identities explain the ways in which
individuals and social groups perceive drones. It should also
be noted that the spatial curiosity advocated here is not meant
to exclude or trump other ways of approaching the subject.
This is exemplified by the fact that popular perceptions of
drones also vary in function of their (commercial and recre-
ational) purposes, uses (postal deliveries, scientific research,
etc.), and (public/private and individual/institutional) own-
ers.

5.4 Opportunities and problems associated with hobby
and commercial drones

In further pursuing our investigation of how private drones
are perceived, and how this then translates into specific un-
derstandings of the airspace in which they operate, attention
should also be paid to the opportunities and problems that
people associate with the aircraft. In this respect, consider
the difficulties from a lay perceptive of truly grasping the ac-
tual extent of the proliferating aerial gaze in the present-day
world. While 20 % of respondents state that they have already
been filmed by drones, as shown previously, the vast majority
indeed underestimate or are completely unaware of the true
scope and scale of contemporary drone usage; 73 % believe
there to be less than 10 000 drones in the country, with 34 %
having “no opinion”. This finding again resonates with ex-
isting work on video surveillance, which also identifies mis-
conceptions among the public with regard to the extent of
visual monitoring (Klauser, 2006). Interestingly, the survey
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results also suggest that people are very aware of their lack
of knowledge and understanding when it comes to contem-
porary drone usage, with 87 % of the respondents asking to
be better informed about drone flights.

This claim resonates with those literatures that question
contemporary techno-mediated forms and formats of man-
agement and control from the point of view of the monitored
individuals’ personal autonomy. As Rössler argues, personal
autonomy may be fundamentally threatened if people are
structurally mistaken about the possibility that other people
may have information about them (Rössler, 2001:233). Re-
garding our present analysis, people cannot be aware of all
of the issues at stake in the world of “big data from above” if
they are mistaken about the phenomenon’s size and various
expressions, although in some cases individuals knowingly
either participate in their own monitoring through drones, re-
sist drones, or use drones themselves. This also raises impor-
tant questions with regard to the possibility of a democratic
debate about the opportunities and risks, and thus societal
desirability, of the technology.

Moving beyond the questions of privacy and personal au-
tonomy, it is also important to consider public perceptions
of the risks associated with drones. Of the respondents, 89 %
think that hobby drones should not be allowed to fly above
high-risk sites; many fear accidents involving hobby and
commercial drones (54 and 57 % respectively). Unsurpris-
ingly, there is a strong correlation between the fear of com-
mercial drone accidents and the fear of hobby drone acci-
dents (correlation coefficient 0.8212; also see Table 1, be-
low).

In this light, it is hardly surprising that most of the survey
participants agree with the current Swiss legal obligations
for private drone pilots to (1) maintain a permanent visual
contact with the aircraft (86 % of respondents) and (2) avoid
drone usage within a perimeter of 100 m around major rallies
of people (84 %). In passing, note that the latter leads back to
our previous comments with regard to how space (i.e. places
of heightened density) helps to explain the popular percep-
tion of drones.

The perceived risk of terrorism is even greater; 64 % of
the respondents fear that hobby drones could be involved
in terrorist strikes. Age plays an important part here: whilst
49 % of the respondents between 20 and 34 years are wor-
ried about a possible connection between hobby drones and
terrorism, these numbers increase to 56, 65, and 85 % for the
older age categories. Somewhat in contrast, the Swiss Fed-
eral Office of Civil Aviation judges the risk of “criminal us-
age of drones”, including terrorism, as “moderate” (Office
Fédérale de l’Aviation Civile, 2016a:25). Thus popular fears,
especially amongst older generations, are more heightened
than official concern.

However, popular reservations and fears about drones will
not necessarily prevent the technology from being more
widely diffused across society in future years. Rather, things
might evolve in the opposite direction, since popular levels
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of acceptance are likely to increase with the further diffusion
of the technology as both policy makers and the population
at large get used to it. This “normative power of facts” is well
documented in connection with video surveillance (Webster,
2009).

The participants of the Neuchâtel survey hold a broadly
shared belief that drones will increase in number over the
next 10 years. Whilst their estimations in this respect are not
very relevant here in terms of absolute numbers, given the
generalised misconception with regard to the current situ-
ation, Fig. 6 highlights their expectations in relative terms,
comparing the future to the current situation. Of the respon-
dents, 39 % expect the number of drones to multiply 2 to 10
fold over the next 10 years, and 38 % predict that there will
be 10 to 20 times more drones in 10 years’ time. Whilst less
than half of the survey participants actually provided esti-
mates for these questions, reiterating again their difficulty to
fully grasp the size of the phenomenon, not one single per-
son thought that the number of drones would decrease in the
future.

In addition, 57 % of the survey participants expect the
commercial drone market to evolve significantly in future
years. This provides yet another indication of the technol-
ogy’s future potential. Still, it remains to be seen whether
these evolutions will truly occur and whether they will fun-
damentally change the picture emerging from our analysis
with regard to the necessary differentiation and relativisation
of the thesis of a democratisation of the aerial gaze.

6 Conclusions

Connecting with wider considerations about the changing
regimes of visibility that characterise the present-day world
of big data (Koskela, 2004; Haggerty and Ericson, 2006;
Gilliom and Monahan, 2013), our study paints a highly dif-
ferentiated picture of the popular perception of private drones
as novel and increasingly diffused, yet not fully democra-
tised, aero-visual techniques of power. This reiterates the ur-
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Table 1. Fears of drone accidents connected to commercial and recreational usages.

I am worried about accidents with commercial drones

Agree Do not agree No opinion Total

I am worried about accidents Agree 253 20 29 302
with hobby drones Disagree 24 61 17 102

No opinion 41 14 99 154

Total 318 95 145 558

gent need to think more carefully about the aerial realm as
a geopolitical space that is lived, experienced, and sociopo-
litically produced in highly unequal ways. The insights pro-
vided in this respect can be structured into three main points.

6.1 The aerial realm as a contested space

As shown by the Neuchâtel survey, drones are not used by
everybody, and there is no generalised popular motivation
to buy drones in the future. Rather, although the aerial gaze
is perceived as permeating society ever more widely, drone
technology itself has so far been appropriated primarily by
young men, raising major questions in terms of the gendered
and intergenerational power relations that today underpin the
sociopolitical production of airspace as a lived, perceived,
and conceived space in a Lefebvrian sense (Lefebre, 1991).

Furthermore, it appears that the resulting unequal occu-
pation and co-production of the aerial realm as a novel ter-
rain for commercial activities and entertainment is also per-
ceived in highly unequal ways, with the elder generations be-
ing more critical and fearful than the younger. Thus whilst it
may be said that drones have redefined the aerial sovereignty
and supremacy of the state, this does not go without inner-
societal tensions and contestations. Put differently, drones
make airspace more explicit and more available for social
reflection and action, but it is also this very novel potential of
societal co-production that makes airspace today an increas-
ingly contested space in which, and through which, power is
exercised in unequal ways.

6.2 The aerial realm as a space of risks and
opportunities

If the aerial realm is today socially co-produced in unequal
ways, this is above all because it is perceived to present dif-
ferent risks and opportunities for different social groups. The
vast majority of the population is aware of the commercial
and entertainment potential arising from the opening-up of
airspace for and through drones but does not appreciate this
being actualised by specific private institutions or individu-
als. Of major importance here are privacy concerns and per-
ceived security threats. It appears that the population at large
perceives private drones as harmful or intrusive rather than
beneficial. This results in a series of popular demands that

may slow down the future societal diffusion and potential ap-
plication of the aircraft. At the same time, most people expect
the number of drones to increase in future years, which may
further accentuate the key issues and problematics associated
with the technology.

In contrast, the appropriation of the aerial realm for pub-
lic benefits – here referring in particular to military surveil-
lance and policing purposes – is widely and somewhat un-
critically accepted. As argued, the drone-related opening up
of airspace is here seen to be of wider collective interest and
thus perceived as more beneficial. The state, in this sense,
maintains its monopoly of the air and of the aerial gaze.

6.3 The aerial realm as a space of power

In light of the above, it appears that there is a general pub-
lic awareness that airspace can be instrumentalised for ac-
tion on other action. In a Foucauldian sense, airspace thus
appears not only as a (socially contested) stake of power in
itself but also as a realm that mediates the exercise of power
on the ground. However, as shown, the possibility to act on
and through the air is not seen as legitimate in all contexts,
for all people, or for all purposes.

This then also tells us something about the popular percep-
tion of the power dynamics unfolding from the visual, aerial,
and spatial logics of the drone gaze, whose further reduced
acceptance above private space is indicative of the ways in
which it is perceived to intrude on and thus appropriate the
ground. One specific line of future interrogation arising from
this issue then revolves around the necessary security and
regulatory responses to be found and especially to follow
through, as the majority of the population seems content with
the contemporary legal conditions imposed, which limit the
power from the air for some and optimise it for others.
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authors.
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